
 

   

Transportation Transparency – OSPI’s 

Proposal to Fully Fund Student Transportation  
 

 

What problem will this proposal address?  

The current student transportation funding model is opaque, unpredictable, and does not 

adequately determine the actual costs of transporting students. The Office of Superintendent of 

Public Instruction (OSPI) requests funding to develop a new student transportation formula 

based on variables including (but not limited to) the number of students transported, mileage, 

and number of trips made. The new formula will be transparent and easily predictable, ensuring 

that school districts receive appropriate funding.  

What will this request do?  

This proposal would transition our state to a less complex funding model that allocates funding 

based on specific variables including the number of riders transported, and the number of miles 

driven, to determine district transportation funding levels. Reducing the number of variables in 

the transportation model will help the Legislature and OSPI project future transportation costs 

more accurately. Similarly, this proposal would help school districts better project future student 

transportation allocations.  

 

Many districts have expressed concern or frustration with the current student transportation 

funding model. These concerns are often based on the challenge of projecting future school year 

allocations. Based on the collective feedback of school districts, OSPI is confident that most 

districts support a transition to a less complex funding model. 

What will this request fund?   

Funding this proposal will provide the state and districts with a more stable and predictable 

model for student transportation. 
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